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3. Teacher's Comments
________________________________________________________

 00:00:10 Prior to this class we did work on the meaning of ratios, equivalent ratios and
simplifying ratios. It took a while to give out the connecting blocks but they do help
students to develop the concept - dividing a given quantity in a given ratio.

 00:00:25 It would be a common practice among teachers to give 10 or so revision questions to
start the lesson. I don't do this so often now as I find I can take too long to get to the
main goal of the lesson. Given that handing out the blocks took a while, it would have
been a better strategy here. I knew this lesson was full of activities and a new concept
and was keen to get straight into it.

 00:00:29 All classes in our school are 75 minutes long. We moved to this lesson length after a
whole school discussion on optimum learning time. Increased time was seen to benefit
group work and allow for conclusions and reflections on activities. In Mathematics this
often means two concepts need to be developed in the class to complete the curriculum.
In most classes the plan would include approximately three changes in activity.

 00:01:28 All students are issued with a textbook at the start of each year (February), which they
return in December. They are expected to bring textbook, workbook (usually a grid
book) pencil, pen, ruler, calculator. As you will see they some times forget these
requisites.

 00:06:50 Poor expression picked up/clarified by student.

 00:09:56 The students could see boxes of chocolate candy on my desk. Some were keen to get to
the part where they opened them!

 00:12:07 This student forgot his book. I supply paper. In this class this is a rare occurrence. Were
it more frequent I would make more comment and write home.

 00:18:34 I thought this would be an interesting extension and tie into the work we do about
pattern recognition in Algebra. I like to see connections between different Mathematics.

 00:19:39 The connection (66 is a multiple of 8+3) came out quite easily- a triumph for times
tables.

 00:21:46 The letter referred to was correspondence home about homework not completed. Our
school policy encourages homework to be set and checked regularly (if not daily).
Students can lose marks, get detentions, have letters home if there is a persistent
problem with incomplete work.

 00:21:55 I meant to say "so I know your parents have seen it".
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 00:26:45 The student was asking about a quiz done as part of this study.

 00:29:05 I asked this question for two purposes- i) this section of work often has written
problems and ii) the school has a cross-curriculum policy to develop literacy skills when
we can.

 00:32:39 We are 10 km inland from good surfing beaches. Many students in the class - especially
the boys, are interested in board riding.

 00:33:10 I notice that I respond to the correct answer and ignore the incorrect one. I try not to
discourage answers or make students feel silly for suggesting a wrong answer.

 00:37:06 The student comments about my manipulation of her story. I feel this interaction is a
healthy sign that she is comfortable and prepared to question.

 00:40:47 The difficulties that students had with this led to this section taking longer than I
expected but I was pleased that I asked them to write these "stories". It added another
dimension to their understanding of the difference between finding a ratio and dividing
in a ratio. At the time I felt this went badly - a failure, unexpectedly more difficult.
However when viewing the video the discussions amongst the class and with me
seemed to promote better understanding. This was a welcome yet surprising benefit of
reviewing the lesson video.

 00:41:34 It was a timely coincidence that a candy company had this promotion and we could
discuss a real-life example.

 00:43:33 If a class is struggling with a concept I will only give one method of approaching a
problem. Wherever possible I present a choice of methods to a class. We often take a
vote or a survey to see which method each student prefers. I like more able students to
see that there are choices and a variety of correct methods to solve problems, though
care must be taken not to confuse with information overload.

 00:47:10 The text often has 10 or more parts to each question, all of which are reasonably similar.
When students are having difficulties they would do all questions, mostly though they
only do half of them.

 00:49:44 It doesn't sound clear here but I click my fingers to indicate that it should take a very
short time to do if they work hard.

 00:51:06 I am checking student attendance. Each teacher is expected to keep a roll for each class
and check that there are no unexplained absences. I will often make a comment as a
subtle reminder that I am checking.

 00:56:10 In the original planning for this lesson I had organized slightly different work based on
colors of chocolate candies, presuming we would have finished this ratio work. As we
hadn't I altered it to fit in with ratio topics. The aim was to apply Mathematics as a
decision making tool.
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 00:56:33 The camera had some interesting effects on students - some students were more
reluctant to speak up, others very keen to do so and watching the camera often. Here
they are unsettled; most classes we may have spent more time reinforcing concepts by
working from the text longer, but the candy could not be ignored all lesson!

 00:58:17 There were 12. I think he looked before predicting! Students are reluctant to predict or
estimate!

 00:58:51 There was a difficulty here - I should have anticipated that they were not familiar with
the words "tally" and "frequency".

 01:01:23 Students can have trouble turning frequency to relative frequency - particularly in
percentage form. They needed this to complete the worksheet where they had to pretend
they were in charge of production in the candy factory and make decisions.

 01:08:00 This sheet refers to an article about scale models with a large literacy component. The
school emphasizes homework policy. One consequence of 75 minutes is less frequent
lessons. Also if students are busy one night they can have trouble completing homework
through no fault of their own. So I try to set more major homework tasks due a week
later. No excuses this way! Sometimes (e.g. today) homework includes completing work
begun in class. This part is due next class.

 01:08:26 The school recycles paper as part of our environmental policies. Each class and
staffroom has a waste paper box as well as a rubbish bin.
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